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Abstract  

Urban planning continues to play a novel and important role in creating video game environments with an 
implementation of real-world cities and settlements in their level design. Controlling a virtual character in a video game 
requires a strong sense of spatial involvement in a level design. Implementation of our physical world layout in virtual 
world with such devastating accuracy is one of the tricks in video game design to ensure this feeling. Video games allow 
to create different scenarios from past to future, from darkest dystopias to possible futures on historical cities or today’s 
cities in our world.  We aim to analyze comparison between in game maps and current maps of selected cities to study 
wayfinding of both virtual character perspective and people perspective. In order to compare these two perspectives, 
different games from different eras are selected; near-dystopian future of Washington; early 2030s, London. Washington 
model is interesting due to their game world and map were created based a viral pandemic event in game scenario. 
These games maps are compared with their real-world counterpart using Space Syntax method to obtain numerical 
values. In addition to analyses, the connection of landmark selection in games and counterparts are investigated. Axial 
and segment-based integration, and synergy values are measured with generated maps of both game and real-world 
equivalent of selected cities. Additionally, numbers of landmarks, distance and travel times were also calculated.  
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Introduction 
Urban planning continues to play a novel and important role in creating video game environments with an 

implementation of real-world cities and settlements in their level design. On the other hand, gaming offers 

many advantages to various disciplines by creating entertaining and creative environment. The 

entertainment industry and especially video games have made the biggest contribution to the development 

of virtual space and technology today. In this study, it was analyzed how virtual spaces and video games can 

be integrated into the urban planning area and how the fictions in existing games can be handled in terms of 

urban planning. Video games are basically an electronic interface that is played using video output from a 

television or computer screen. The virtual spaces included in these games are the places where game 

producers live during the design and implementation process, and the players walk around for a while. In the 

design phase of games, there are several basic elements such as space, story and theme that form a skeleton 

of a product and even play a major role in the evaluation of the resulting product. While these elements 
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sometimes tell a real event, sometimes they are completely fictional, past, or future, trying to attract players 

through virtual spaces that have different time zones. 

Subject & Aim  

The aim of the study is to investigate how the decisions taken in virtual spaces designed in video games can 

be integrated into the urban planning discipline. The research is important for analysing counterparts of 

today’s cities in video game perspective. Orientation in video games is especially important aspect while 

developing games for developers to make players feel environment and space. This study also contributes a 

discussion about comparing placemaking of urban elements in both environments, physical and virtual. 

Methodology 

The research is based on comparing two different video games settled in two different eras, a near-future 

Washington DC and futuristic dystopian London with their real-world counterpart. It makes use of the Space 

Syntax method, which was developed by Hillier and Hanson. It studies the relationship between human 

behaviour and space (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). The evaluation of the urban planning approach on the selected 

video games constitutes the methodology of the study. This study compares the preferred design 

applications of the two selected video game maps with today's urban texture of the counterparts. First 

question here is; to what extent the changes can be made while designing the games, what kind of design 

decisions can be given? Another discussion in this paper, the possibility of reflecting the virtual space and 

design choices of the video games to the real-world design choices? Where this study shines, it tries to bring 

out that if the points of interests in video games have the same effect as the ones in real world cities that 

designed by urban planners and architects. 

Orientation in video games 
Level design in video games offers plentiful observations to endlessly shaped spaces that can relate into 

urban planning discussion. From a small indoor space to open vast urban layout, imaginary or reflection of 

the real world, video games allow players to experience about in game environment as an impression of 

reality apart from fun and games. Players experience a game and learn about the virtual space through in 

game character which can be identified as a tool for perception of game environment (Porreca, et.al., 2020). 

Game environment might be inspired by real world or one to one reflection of any real-world city layout 

which is an opportunity for users that cannot present physically. Following this assumption, this study 

analyses how video games affect strategies and design choices in the city planning. There are lots of research 

has studied that point out games have diverse and one-of-a-kind ability for learning (Plass, et.al, 2016; Hwang 

& Wu, 2012; Stouhi, 2020) and improving spatial perception (Boot et.al., 2011; Feng, et.al., 2007).  

Video game environments might be explained like the study of Lynch in 1960 that explains how a city might 

be read such as edges, districts, paths, landmarks, and nodes. There is an example below which is analysed 
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through Lynch’s city reading (Figure 1). The example is belonging to the game that is named Watch Dogs: 

Legion. Dashed lines are drawn to define regions, like districts, in central London map (A). Districts are not 

always unlocked from the start in video games. They meant progression in games like continuing a story 

unlocks new districts to roam and explore. Black dotted lines define some of the paths in-game world. Nodes 

along these paths are mainly used for meeting points for quests during story. Nodes are generally used for 

mission meeting zones like Trafalgar square. As it can be seen in map B, there are two circle markings, red 

and yellow and one square marking, orange. Yellow ones represent the collectibles for this game that one of 

the reasons for players to explore the digitized London. Following this concept, these collectibles are ordinally 

placed either closely to the paths or unexplored places like museums, galleries, tombs, or other function in 

cities for players to discover by game developers. Lastly, landmarks are also scattered around the game-map 

like other collectibles that benefit players when reached. Main shining points here is landmarks and nodes 

but especially landmarks. Landmarks contains main destination points and location of hidden objects, cues, 

or collectibles. As you can see here with yellow circles are mostly placed around orange squares, landmarks. 

 
Figure 1 Analysing Watch Dogs: Legion game map by Kevin Lynch reading. 

Textures, colours, and variety of game elements like missions and objectives can be used as navigation 

assistance through reading virtual environment (Castell, et.al., 2019). There are two main elements that 

made players move around in game environment are missions to progress through game and story, and 

hidden objectives to accomplish something more beyond game itself like game worlds lore or cosmetic stuff. 

Following this hypothesis, to progress through the game and be awarded with collectibles hidden around, 

wayfinding is decisive for players. Game designers implement movement for players in two ways, an 

architectural layout, and cues. Today, open world games are designed with these methods together to 

provide an immersive experience. There are also studies that focus on game metrics and design choices to 
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evaluate players’ in-game path choice (Drachen & Canossa, 2009; Hullett & Whitehead, 2010; Milam & El 

Nasr, 2010; Moura, et.al., 2011). 

Washington and London in video games 
Throughout game development history, real world environments have been subject of stories and narratives 

in games. Washington, D.C. and London are two of the last examples that appeared in video games (Figure 

2). Washington, D.C. was recreated as playable space for “Tom Clancy’s The Division 2” by Ubisoft company. 

Same company digitized London’s urban layout for another game that is called “Watch Dogs: Legion”. London 

was also used before in a fictional history that set in Victorian era. There are vastly real-world city settings in 

video games that displays different scenarios from past to future, from darkest dystopias to possible futures 

on historical cities or today’s cities in our world. 

Division 2 set in a near-future Washington in the aftermath of a virus event that turns city into a dystopian 

atmosphere. The game is an open world for players to explore in center of Washington that is divided into 

16 zones. While the White House is the heart of the game and settlement for players, city streets and 

important indoor places like American History Museum and Lincoln Memorial are designed for most desired 

areas to be used. There are loops and mechanics in the game that make players continue to play the game. 

There are repeatable missions as bounties and collectibles that explains about the situation in game-scenario. 

These features are placed around outdoors of the city that is the reason for players walking their in-game 

character on Washington streets.  

 
Figure 2 Division 2, Washington map and Watch Dogs: Legion, London map 

Watch Dogs: Legion installed in futuristic description of dystopian London that technology is in the 

foreground. The city can be explored either foot or vehicles which the game design also allows using rooftops 

by parkour moves or flying with technological tools. Like previous example, this city is also divided into 

boroughs, eight of them around the city center. The setting encompasses notable landmarks, boroughs, and 

cultural styles of the central London, such as the political borough of Westminster, Royal Albert Hall, and Big 
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Ben. The game is composed of several missions, including those that progress the main story, liberation 

missions aimed at freeing the city's boroughs featured in the setting, and various side-activities, with players 

able to freely pursue a mission or activity, or explore the city for secrets and collectibles. Unlike Washington 

example, this game’s map is not one to one but still well designed in manners of navigation to know the city 

and landmarks. There is a different approach in this game that makes players move around the streets to 

explore life and culture in that created virtual environment. A system that is called Census adds life and 

personality to the millions of playable denizens of digital London. In this way, players are eager to roam digital 

London streets to seek new citizens, including those that bring culture to digital and dystopian future London.    

Quantitative analysis 
In this section, quantitative values obtained through space syntax analysis are compared and discussed. To 

do so, the morphology of today’s Washington and London are studied with their virtual replicas on two 

different video games. To enrich this work, study expanded over various steps. First, space syntax parameters 

obtained from DepthMap are analysed (Table 1). Main point of first step is analysing “integration” and 

“intelligibility” values of important spots in the video games regarding to their original real-world 

counterparts. Where are the mission locations and important landmarks in video games? What do real cities 

have in their place? Is placemaking of functions in video games better than original design by mathematical 

calculation? “Synergy” parameter is important to present numerical response to these questions on the next 

step.  Third step is calculating the time period of the walking distance between the important landmarks both 

in real and virtual action to determine the scale differences. This study explains precision of the spatial 

representation of real cities in video games with these steps.  This paper examines how accurate the “virtual 

game space” is and how city planners can adapt the functions of placemaking and methods of wayfinding of 

these games.  

Table 1 Space Syntax values of case studies 

 
First comparison is between virtual replica of Washington and real one (Figure 3). Before analyzing through 

mathematical values, it would be better to compare firstly the travel times. Two routes were created to 

calculate the difference and then remark within the scope of space syntax. Game developers designed the 

distance same as reality, but travel time was diminished 4 times in the game on both randomly selected 
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routes. The important part here is keeping the distance and layout same with real world counterparts. Line 

number in game version is less than the real one (183 – 241). From drawings, it is clearly seen that game 

focus mostly main roads and ignore sub tier roads in urban blocks by restricting these areas in line with the 

story. The findings of the research prove that the urban structure of Washington is more integrated than its 

replica on global scale (428 – 505). On the other hand, the game one is more integrated in local scale (27;54 

– 26;53). This inference reveals that game developers focused on short distance movements rather than 

whole map area. This may be because of there are fast travel points directly into every zone. After 

teleportation, players have to move in the zone on foot. Critical street axis are defined as the most integrated 

lines in both layouts even segments in the real one have a higher integration value.  

Two different kinds of “reaching points” are selected to define the “synergy” parameter. First ones that 

defined with numbers are control points for endgame activity. Most of the play time is spent between these 

areas by players. It has been found that these areas were located on the high synergy valued axial lines. 

Synergy diagram and distribution of control points might be associated with the outcome that game 

developers picked easily accessible routes that those are accessible in different ways. On the other hand, 

another reaching point that contains collectibles is one time visit only.  These areas are highlighted with 

letters on the figure. These collectibles were scattered near axial lines with different synergy values around 

the map. Lastly, counterparts of control points in real world have different synergy value that some has also 

lower than the game one.  

 

Figure 3 Walking time in Division 2 game comparing with Washington and synergy diagrams of both city layouts. 

Second pair is between London and it’s 2020 replica in Watch Dogs Legion (Figure 4). Travel time is bit 

different in this comparison than the previous example. First, the distance is really varying in replica that 

diminished approximately 3 times. This adaptation can also be seen in comparison of travel times that it takes 

7 times to move between the selected points in real. The severe difference of the travel time and the distance 

of these points between London and its replica shows that the replica has compressed urban layout. Line 
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numbers in both layouts indicates these results that replica consists of half number of axial lines (673 – 1391). 

From drawings and in game captures, replica designed are focused on main roads and monuments for the 

most part. The findings from the space syntax shows that London is more integrated on focused area than 

its game version (753 – 1264).   On the other hand, same results with the previous example on local scale 

were obtained that the game has more intelligibility and synergy value (45 – 42).  

There is no endgame activity in this example due to it is a story driven game. On the other hand, there are 

important areas that players must stop by at some point during to progress in the game. These zones are 

called “restriction area” that they might be evaluated as “control points” from the previous example. Game 

developers approach in the same way in this replica also that these points are scattered near high synergy 

value lines. Another striking point is that these areas are close to the London’s monuments. The collectibles 

were scattered near axial lines with different synergy values around the map. Lastly, counterparts of 

restricted areas in London have different synergy value that their locations are not found highly as the replica 

one. 

 

Figure 4 Walking time in Watch Dogs: Legion game comparing with London and synergy diagrams of both city layouts. 

Conclusion 
This study provides case studies about London’s and Washington’s replicas from two different video games. 

First, this paper aims to analyse how spatial spaces are designed that those are based on real world 

equivalent. Second, it investigates in how the direction of these spaces designed in video games can be 
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integrated into the urban planning discipline. In order to answer these questions, first, authors verified the 

similarity of landmarks and urban tissue in terms of the distances and travel times. In second part digitized 

maps were analysed with space syntax methodology with some parameters to compare real cities with their 

counterparts in chosen video games.  

The study of the urban form shows that there are appealing differences but also harmony between the real 

city and in-game environment in both cases. First, the boundary of Washington replica together with its’ 

urban form overlap with the real city. On the other hand, the morphology of in-game London shows 

noticeable differences from the real-life match. For example, some of the parks and neighbourhoods in game 

were selected outside the current area and placed in the game. This feels like game developers tried to 

narrow the bigger part of London by bringing salient points of the city together without referencing block or 

street pattern.  

The intelligibility value is obtained highest in both virtual replicas than their real counterparts. On the other 

hand, numbers are still close to the original value in both examples (Washington: Game is 0,4956, real is 

0,4811; London: Game is 0,1101, real is 0,0831). From these results, it can be said that game developers tried 

to create more readable urban layout in their games. Similarly, in synergy parameter, results show the same 

correlation. In both examples, synergy parameter was found higher in virtual replicas (Washington: Game is 

0,8727, real is 0,8699; London: Game is 0,3364, real is 0,2288). Unlike the intelligibility value, the gap between 

was obtained higher in synergy parameter in London case. This indicates that replica’s comprehensibility 

value is higher which the area is diminished 2 times. Also, replica has higher value than 0.25 threshold unlike 

its counterpart which means that the system stands at average interval as improvement.  

As another topic of discussion, comparing these two replicas with each other might introduce advanced 

outcomes. Controlling a virtual character from third perspective, moving this character around the city on 

foot and looking for collectibles around the game-world and a wayfinding approaches in open-world games 

where movement-to-movement is important that these features create common points to make these two 

different cities comparable with each other. First, replica of London has created with more lines than 

Washington example (183 – 673). In addition to that, it was diminished 4 times as travel distance while 

Washington replica was kept same. There are many turning and breaking points that those were placed 

irregular and feels like maze in London game. On the other hand, streets in Washington replica are more 

linear and they are intersected perpendicularly that feels more continuous and regular shape. Intelligibility 

and synergy value were obtained higher in this structure. There are also interesting findings with the 

integration value. While global integration number is higher in London replica, Washington replica comes 

forward with the local integration values being higher (r3, r5). This result explains why synergy and 
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intelligibility value is obtained much higher in Washington game because these parameters are related with 

local integration value.  

The findings presented in this paper are based on the movements of users in video games and comparison 

of the urban texture of the real-world cities and their counterparts in video games by using space syntax 

methodology. This study aims to contribute to the urban planning knowledge by analysing high tech digital 

media. The reflection of reality in video games and new spaces created within them might bring a different 

viewpoint for the cities. The focus is to investigate how changes and adaptations that video games created, 

offer different perspectives about our cities. Therefore, it is not only about the level of design in video games 

but also studying wayfinding while experiencing different scenarios of urban layout. Future researches using 

this approach might usefully with combining the mathematical results with questionnaire about wayfinding 

and city atmosphere in video games that is directed to players who played both games. Another research 

addition might be combination of this study with different open world games that are based on historical 

events and contain old towns from different eras. Diversification of such studies will be a new approach and 

will add a different perspective to urban morphology field with its scientific and inspirational value. 
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